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he intent of this paper, voiced from the perspective of a theologian in the Covenant Church, is to focus on early Mission
Friends in the context of their history, especially as to how
theological formation was taking place. Their Lutheran worship, biblical and catechetical instruction, and engagement with Pietism and
Revivalism both clarified and, at the same time, made the formation
of an interpretive discrimen a complex process. A discrimen, borrowing from David Kelsey, is a “configuration of criteria that are in some
way organically related,” whereas a norm “is assumed to be absolute
or by its very nature to exclude the acceptance of other theological
norms.”1 The first part of this configuration of criteria lies in the
Lutheran heritage of the Mission Friends.
THE MISSION FRIENDS LIVED WITH A LUTHERAN MENTALITY BUT
NOT A LUTHERAN METHODOLOGY

By mentality I mean appeals to something like an ecclesiastical
family identity, a body of writings used at various levels of authority
to authorize, defend, explain, or exposit an idea or action, and to use
words that nested in a specific tradition. The Oxford Dictionary of
Word Histories dates the word “mentality” to the seventeenth century
and notes its meaning as a “mental process.”2 The Mission Friends
were not biblicistic, despite Waldenström’s question “Where is it
written?” While seeking to be biblical, they employed a range of
sources for their thought processes, none more valuable than Luther.
This mentality worked itself out in the following three ways.
POLEMICAL
When it became necessary to defend the conventicle in the face
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of legal and ecclesiastical sanctions, Luther’s words in a “true evangelical order” became a source of legitimation:
Christians should sign their names and meet alone in a house,
somewhere to pray, to read, to baptize, to receive the sacrament, and do other Christian works. According to this order,
those who do not lead Christian lives could be known, reproved, corrected, cast out or ex-communicated, according
to the rule of Christ (Matthew 18: 15-17). Here one could
also solicit benevolent gifts to the poor, according to St.
Paul’s example (2 Corinthians 9). Here one could set out a
brief and neat order for baptism and the sacrament and center everything on the Word, prayer and love.3
When the conventicles began to raise questions of ecclesiastical
privileges over issues of liturgical practices, they would invoke Augsburg
articles 7, 15, and 28, and article 3 of the Smalcald Articles.4 The
Mission Synod found Luther’s 1523 “Letter to the Bohemians” helpful regarding communion practices thought to be irregular.5
In 1910, polemics arose when decisions needed to be made
regarding the Congregational question (i.e., relations with the Congregational Church that had had such a persistent interest in linking
up with the Mission Friends and whose East Coast congregations
often bore the name Congregational in their titles). More pressing
was the question of how far relations should go with Chicago Theological Seminary as a place for Mission Friend theological education.
One of the decisive voices in opposition was that of Axel Mellander,
later dean of North Park Seminary. Two doctrines that separated the
two traditions were the Reformed doctrine of predestination and the
Reformed doctrines of the means of grace (i.e., sacramental theology). Mellander’s Lutheran mentality showed when he said that more
differences separated the Mission Friends from the Congregationalists
than from Augustana.6
PEDAGOGICAL
Luther’s Small Catechism went through four printings by Cov-
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enant publications beginning in 1913, the last being in 1930. A
commentary on the catechism was provided by a prominent pastor,
O. W. Carlson, which in no way modifies Luther. Luther’s explanation of the creed continues to be printed in current confirmation
material and is included in The Covenant Hymnal: A Worshipbook
(1996).
When the current hymnal was published, it intentionally included
a credible representation of the Covenant’s Swedish heritage and
chorale tradition (how much is enough?). When the section on salvation was laid out, the committee set before itself the Lutheran ordo
salutis (order of salvation) as represented by David Hollaz (1745).
This was to recognize intentionally Luther’s explanation of the creed:
“By myself I cannot believe the gospel, but the Holy Spirit calls me
by the gospel.” Theologically, the initiative belongs to the Triune
God. With this confessional Lutheran gospel tradition, the Covenant
discrimen includes the mediating role of Pietism in knowing the joy
of living faith experienced in Jesus Christ. Sequencing the divine
work of grace is a theological concern, even in song. The Covenant’s
hymnal commission attended to this Lutheran mentality and pietistic
heritage.
IDENTITY
Lutheran lineage is demonstrated in our teaching document,
Covenant Affirmations, where Luther and Spener are the only two
sources cited. The term Pietist is beginning to return in the
denomination’s journalism. President Gary Walter underscores the
marker, and the theological journal, The Covenant Quarterly, has published some of the papers of the Pietism Section of the American
Society of Church History. The seminary offers course work in Pietism
through the teaching and writing of Michelle Clifton-Soderstrom
(theology and ethics), who has established contacts with Halle. Philip
Anderson (church history) has for years offered courses in Luther and
denominational history and has opened each class with a hymn as a
way to sing the heritage—or should I say a way to permit the heritage to sing the singer? Such is a way to cultivate and sustain a
mentality or, to paraphrase St. Gregory of Nazianzus, a way to give
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the heritage wings.
By the term methodology I mean confessionalism. In an all too
truncated version of the historical process, what the Mission Friends
perceived happening in their experience of the Swedish State Church
and Augustana was the shifting of faith from the believer to what was
believed. The emphasis on the fiduciary trust of the justified sinner
was moving toward assent to doctrinal formulations. The confessions,
rather than the confessor, became the confession of faith. This, joined
to the Waldenströmian atonement controversy, transformed the confessions even more from a proclamation of the gospel to a polemical
instrument, since the confessions contain not only statements of faith
but damnamus clauses (i.e., the provisions “we confess . . . we condemn . . .”). The very articles of the Augsburg Confession that the
Mission Friends would cite that authorized latitude seemed also to
carry a spirit they found increasingly absent.
When the Mission Friends used the term “formal” in regard to
Augustana they were not referring exclusively to liturgical forms. In
1900, the Mission Friends themselves had appointed a committee on
ritual that had carefully worked out a relation between form and
freedom, word and sacrament.7 Formal, in relation to Augustana,
also meant that the form of faith (confessionalism) had threatened
faith. For the Mission Friends, the Galesburg Rule was a painful
reminder and a fruit of confessional rigidity making fellowship in the
gospel hardly tenable.
The faith of the confessor also, finally, made for a tense
ecclesiological situation, in that a version of the so-called “believers’
church” became a tenet of Mission Friend ecclesiology. Yet the desire
for a congregation of regenerate persons living a new life is not the
same version as the Anabaptist. The Mission Friends kept infant
baptism, confirmation, Holy Communion with the understanding of
the real presence, the church year, and the lectionary. Pietism, which
gave them birth, did not foster a prototypical morphology of conversion.
The congregation as such is the gospel’s most cogent witness.
Lina Sandel’s question “Do you Live?”8 or the question “Are you
Living yet in Jesus?” are questions considerably different than “When
were you saved?” or “Are you saved?” The Mission Friend queries
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were rooted in Rosenian piety. But a challenge was on the horizon in
the person and work of D. L. Moody.
Philip Anderson has written that “it is certainly a misnomer generally to apply the word ‘revival’ to Scandinavian Lutheranism. In a
state church context, the terms ‘awakening’ or ‘renewal’ are better
suited, recognizing that the vital ministries of word and sacrament
had never ceased, though many places seemed to slumber in their
religious life.”9 The literature of the Mission Friends often seems to
use the terms “awakening” and “revival” or “renewal” interchangeably. But can they be so used, and if so, by whom?
Lutheran pietistic conventicles were not revival meetings in any
conventional use of the term: rife with techniques to produce converts, organized with strategic skill, and seeking conscious results.
Spener spoke of “outcomes” (a modern word), especially repentance,
renewal, and a return to one’s baptismal covenant. He also spoke of
groups of people in the German population unmoved by the gospel
because of the abysmal spiritual state of the congregation. A renewed
congregation meant a public congregational life able to make various publics take notice of its gospel-wrought character. Pietists practiced a sociological apologetic for the gospel. It was this public witness dimension that stands behind the believers’ church tradition
among the Mission Friends.
What took place in the conventicles—the spiritual process, if it
can be called that—in fostering renewal, Spener called a Verlassung.
No longer used in the German vocabulary, it refers to something
being an occasion or instrumental in a process, but not a cause. Conventicles are awakenings, not revivals, not produced, not executed
in any way.10
For the Mission Friends this history—of faith engendered by Word
and Sacrament and made alive by the Holy Spirit—encountered a
new factor in their interpretive discrimen. It was the dynamic and
impressionable power field in the form of revivalism embodied in D.
L. Moody, later in E. A. Skogsbergh, the so-called “Swedish Moody.”
As Scott Erickson avers, “This inheritance was not expressed in buildings, but rather through a living culture in which conversion was the
‘one thing needful’ and living the Christian life was the objective.”11
The “one thing needful,” as David Gustafson points out, for Moody
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was instantaneous conversion, and he quotes Moody to the effect
that there is no other kind.12 Moreover, this could be done in mass
meetings and made personal in after-meetings for those seeking conversion. Along with Moody there emerged a specified type of conversion: instantaneous, a contrast to the earlier Pietism. Gustafson
also points out that while there was a Covenant connection with
Moody, there were many preachers whose Rosenian Lutheran Pietism
generated reluctance. Two of Gustafson’s sentences are thought provoking. “Certainly, without Moody there would not have been the
Free (what became the Evangelical Free Church). However, without
Moody there would still have been a Mission Covenant in America,
especially in the Rosenian Pietist tradition.”13 Some of the complexities of that story follow.
The content of this complexity was also present in the more
immediate context of the Rosenian Pietism of the Mission Friends. In
part, the Augustana heritage, as will be shown, shared the same
nuance where some of the same language and theological use prevailed. First, Rosenius:
In baptism He has made especially my person participant in
all the merit of Christ. And in an eternal, imperturbable
testament He has secured it for me. Even if I have gone away
from my treasure and in sin and unbelief, the treasure still has
not gone away. Still the covenant remains with God. Shall
our unbelief make the faith of God without effect? God
forbid (Romans 3). Even if I have fallen the ark has not
broken down. I still have my security in the same ark. The
ark, baptism, testament and grace of God do not fall and
waver because of my falling. But they stand forever.14
In A Faithful Guide to Peace with God Rosenius speaks of the withered branch on the vine still having access to life. “For even though
the life-union with Christ has been lost, yet the sacramental union
with him has not been lost. Only return to your Savior and to the
covenant relationship of your baptism . . . what you have received in
your baptism is enough.”15 Similar parallels can be found in Spener.
Where this becomes pertinent to both Augustana and the Covenant
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Mission Friends, in my view, is the attempt to describe conversion. Is
it an instantaneous event as in the Moody tradition or a return to
one’s baptismal covenant as in the Rosenian tradition?
I begin with Lars P. Esbjörn’s pamphlet, “Greetings to The Swedish, Norwegian and Danish Emigrant.” Very briefly, it appears as an
evangelistic tract, warning that the emigrants’ “churchianity,” if I may
use the term, in the country of origin will not save them from damnation. He then appeals to a possible carelessness regarding the words
of Jesus, which, if not heeded, will keep them out of heaven. There
follows a warning that anyone who knowingly breaks their baptismal
compact cannot be saved without conversion. A passionate plea for
the spiritual concern for one’s children follows. As Esbjörn moves
toward the conclusion he presents an apologetic for their need to be
found where the Lutheran faith is confessed, especially where the
new birth in baptism and the true Body and Blood of Christ are
available.16 This cursory summary shows a use of the term conversion
in a fashion incompatible with the Moody tradition, where conversion is the beginning of the Christian life, not its renewal.
Esbjörn is not without similarity among early Mission Friends, if I
read some of them correctly. Carl Hanson taught theology at North
Park from 1905 to 1911 and said:
Here I find another instance where the old Lutheran theology struck the right note in discriminating between conversion and regeneration. How often did I emphasize in North
Park, many years ago, that complete regeneration is a gradual
process which reaches its completion in the resurrection of
the body and of course, I believed in infant baptism, by
which the regenerating forces are brought into historical contact with the human being.17
Years later a veteran Covenant pastor, Herbert Palmquist, lecturing on “Covenant Perspectives” in 1954, said that “a baptized backslider should never be told that he needs to be born again. That was the
same as being baptized again. But he should be told to arise, be converted, come home as the prodigal to the father to whom he belonged.”18
Conversion in these instances is a return to baptism, is it not?
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Theological and pastoral dynamics became more complex as
matters move from personal situations to public settings. A brief
excerpt from 1876 in Nebraska:
In the spiritual awakening, which began in 1876 and
continued for a few years, certain acts took place which
before had not been practiced among the Christians who
were the children of the early revivals in our fatherland.
Various strange means were used to stir up the feelings of the
people, and to bring those who manifested any sorrow over
their sins to the mourners’ bench, with exultant prayers. . . .
It was most trying for the pastors who before had preached
the Word of God on the Field to remain as spectators only to
something new with which they were not in accord. That
they remained as spectators was caused mostly by the fact
that the revivals seemed to be dependent on certain leaders.
No one expected any results except from them.19
Lutheran Rosenian Pietism had engaged revivalism in the nascent life
of the Mission Friends.
In Chicago, the same tension was palpable between J. M. Sanngren
and E. A. Skogsbergh. As the story goes, once the Swedish Moody
landed in Chicago from Sweden the cry was “Skogsbergh,”
“Skogsbergh.” He represented more the Waldenström-Moody line of
development; Sanngren represented more the Rosenian. The tensions described in Nebraska are repeated in Chicago. Relying on the
Holy Spirit to work through the Word, Sanngren had never thought
of giving an account of how many persons had been saved during his
ministry. As he said, “I felt absolutely defeated because there was
something in the tone of the question (he had been asked for an
accounting of results) which in my soul sounded as if he had said, ‘If you
cannot show forth something like this, your ministry is of no worth, and
we can now get the kind of workers whose labor is crowned with rich
blessings.’ ” Sanngren acknowledged both disappointment and self-examination. But I am struck by his words, “we can now get the kind of
workers whose labor is crowned with blessings.”20
That transition came in Skogsbergh. What was said in Nebraska
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now is virtually repeated: “The revival (not awakening) was now
dependent on certain leaders.” No one expected any results without
them. Add to this the new dimension of counting converts. The late
Eric Hawkinson, dean of North Park Seminary (1949-1961), commented, “People of a more inward and reflective piety were meeting
people of a more objective and aggressive piety.”21
Hawkinson further reflected on this more “objective and aggressive piety” when he pointed out a Mission Friend reserve toward an
overly aggressive pursuit of converts and numbers. Instead, he thought
that the fellowship should be attractive enough to draw persons to
the hearing of the gospel, and that this hospitality would commend
itself in such a fashion as to enable people to reconsider their lives.
Hawkinson identified the two types of piety by name: Rosenian and
Reformed. Employing terms already used, he referred to the former
as reflective and inward, the latter as more aggressive and objective,
acquiring a more intellectual character and institutional drive. Not
wanting to make distinction into an absolute separation, what he
wanted to identify was a more aggressive type of preaching, evangelistic outreach, and institutional appropriation of the evangelistic
ministry.22
Once again a reference to Augustana calls for comparative reflection. In 1928-1929, The Augustana Quarterly published four articles in succession on four types of piety in the Augustana Synod:
“The Churchly Evangelical Type,” “The Fundamentalist,”
“Schartauism,” and “The Rosenian Type.” The churchly evangelical
type article could have been written by any number of Mission
Friends and is reminiscent of Esbjörn’s letter. The author, P. A. Mattson,
shows quite clear knowledge of the language of Pietism (e.g., ecclesiolae
in ecclesia [the small church within the big church], which, Mattson
says, rightly understood is Augustana’s position via the concept of
the invisible church of believing souls). The essay stresses a theology
of awakening to new life in Christ.23
The fundamentalist type is difficult to decipher. While there are
the fundamentals that are confessed in the creeds, Emil Berquist
argues that contact with the Reformed has caused Lutherans to imbibe some of their spirit. The Reformed, Berquist argues, are the
great practicalists and, he avers, have much to teach Lutherans in
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that area. At this point, the term Reformed, as the article progresses,
becomes more identified with American Fundamentalism than any
form of the Reformed confessional traditions. Berquist sees additional
linkages to the fundamentalist opposition to modern scientific research and publication, especially William Bell Riley. Berquist even
identifies Lutheran fundamentalism with “the good old Bible doctrine:
the illumination of the Holy Spirit and being at heart a mystic.”24
I digress briefly to recall Hawkinson’s use of the term “Reformed”
as a contrast to Rosenian piety, the Reformed being more “aggressive
and objective.” To Berquist, the Reformed were more practical. Something is being conveyed here beyond the Rosenian willingness to wait
upon the Triune God through Word and Sacrament, whether in the
intimacy of the conventicle with its song, prayer, reading, and brotherly/sisterly engagement (Are you living yet in Jesus?), or in public
worship. Hawkinson and Berquist are taking note of issues of strategy,
human agency, planning, and a gradual institutionalizing of the evangelistic ministry; thus those two streams of the one thing needful
(new life in Christ) are present to/and with each other, namely,
Lutheran Rosenian Pietism and American Revivalism and its later
kin, Evangelicalism. But the issue of conversion will never reach a
tidy definition.25
In sum, first, for the Covenant Church to develop an interpretive discrimen, the Lutheran mentality of its ancestors directs us to
the way they thought in company with the tradition that bore them.
Article I of the Augsburg Confession begins with the confession of
the Nicene Faith. The Preamble of the Covenant Constitution speaks
of our adherence to the Apostles’ and Nicene Creeds. Another way
of saying this is to think with the church before there is any thought
to the contrary. There is a depth of meaning that both Augustana
and the Covenant begin with a patristic rootage and say so. Covenant Affirmations affirms not only our Reformation and Evangelical
heritages but also our Apostolic (i.e., scripture) and Catholic heritages.26 It is here that Mission Friends have a gift that has not always
been appreciated, namely, that with stress placed on the believer’s
faith, sufficient stress has not fallen on the faith believed (i.e., the
creedal forms that have carried and sustained the believer). Karl
Olsson criticized P. P. Waldenström for his anti-confessionalism, say-
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ing that the consequent vulnerabilities are akin to a turtle without a
shell.27
Second, the discrimen needs to include a renewed commitment
to the congregation as a sociological apologetic for the gospel.28
This, I would argue, is Spenerian Pietism’s conceptual contribution to
what became in part the believers’ church idea for the Mission Friends.
While Spener did not advocate the idea of separation because of a
fear of schism, his concern was congregational renewal, not individual
spiritual renewal as an end in itself. The recent work of Dorthea
Wendelbourg of Humbold University, Berlin, makes this point.29
The earlier work of Dale Brown demonstrates Spener’s keen sense of
the sociological implication of the gospel. In conventicles servants
and masters sat at the same table. There was also prophetic opposition to changing the water between the baptism of the children of
the peasants and nobility.30 This congregation was a new work, powerful in its offense and attractiveness. But the sociology was the
apologetic. An interpretive discrimen for Covenant people requires
a theological sociology of baptism to match their mission-mindedness.
Finally, in relation to Covenant freedom—a cliché almost—a
recovery of a Lutheran mentality would do well to link Luther’s
treatise on Christian Freedom31 and Article 7 of the Augsburg Confession on Justification. If “a Christian is a perfectly free lord of all
subject to none” and “a perfectly dutiful servant of all subject to all,”
Covenant people need to exegete that proposition with great skill.
With our work in compassion, mercy, and justice, to say nothing of
the planting of a plethora of ethnic congregations, Luther becomes
our teacher. But, I think, unless we are prepared for the radical
gospel of justification by grace alone through faith alone we may not
even want to start.
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